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VI. A METALLIC THERMOMETER. 

JlY GEORGE K. HOPKINS. 

A mercurial thermometer calJs for manipulations 
-which are not within the scope of the amateur, but 
-require the skill and experience of the regular manu-
facturer. A metallic thermometer, however, is very 

-easily made, and serves the purpose fully as well as a 
mercurial thermometer. It can be made as sensitive 
to the variations of temperature as may be desired. 

It is made by placing together a strip of steel and 
one of brass 6 inches long, � inch wide and b inch 
thick. The ends of the strips are tinned for about % 
·of an inch at each end on their lI..:ijacent faces, and 
then put together and heated first at one end and then 

at the other, so as to solder them together at the 
,ends. 

The brass strip is made about l4 inch longer than 
'the steel strip, and is bent over and perforated t.o re
ceive a silk thread as will,:be presently explained. Com
monly, when strips of steel and brass are used in a 
-compound bar, they are riveted at short intervals, to 
keep them from bucliling. In the present case the 
-compound bar is provided with a winding of soft wire 
{No. 30) which keeps the strips close together. To in
�ure permanency the bars are drilled and riveted with 

,a single ri vet at each end. 
The compound bar thus made is inserted in a round 

hole in the middle of a hard-wood block 2� inches 
long, and held there by an ordinary wood'screw in
serted in the end of the block and clamping the end of 
the bar. The wooden block is secured to a base piece, 
.4 inches square and .% inch thick, having attached to 
it a back board )4 inch thick, 4 inches wide, and about 
10 inches high. A wire nail about r\inch in diameter 

and 1� inches long is driven through the back with its 
pointed end projecting about 1)4 inches. The nail is 
about % inch from the upper free end of the compound 
bar. A paper roll i!' formod upon another nail or a 
piece of wire a trifle larger than the one used in the 
construction of the thermometer. The strip of writ
ing paper used for this roller should be 1 inch wide 
and about 8 inches long. Enough of the paper is 
wound to make the roller l4 inch in diameter. The 
paper, except the first layel', is pasted as it is rolled, so 
that it forms a solid paper roll when it is dry. 

This roll, when dry, is transferred to the nail pro
jecting from the back piece, and a pointer, or index, 
about 2� inches long is cut from thick writing paper 
and glued to the end of the roll. Then a silk thread 
is tied in the eye in the free end of the compound bar, 
and passed over the roller on the nail, and wound 
three times around the roll, and it has attached to it a 
small weight. In the present case this weight consists 
of a lead bullet split half open with a knife, and 
close(l down upon the thread by pliers ·or by hammer
ing. With every change in temperature the compound 
bar swings, so as to cause a movement of the index by 
the pulling or releasing of the thread and the raising 
or lowering of the weight. 

The index should be placed in a vertical position 
when the temperature is about 70°; then the winding 
.of the silk should be separated a little, and.a small 
drop of mucilage should be placed on the middle con· 
volution' of the thread at tlie top of the roller, so as 
to cement it to the roller and prevent any change of 
a djustment. 

A semicircular piece of bristol board, about. 6 iuches in 
diameter, is temPorarily snpported 

• 

j ,ieutifi, �tUtrl'.aU. 
ated as described fur the lower end of the scale. As 
each line represents 2°, 10° would be represented by 
five lines, so that the fifth line could be extended be
yond the other lines for the sake of convenience in 
reading. Figures frulU 0° are placed opposite the long 
lines so as to read 10°, 20°, 30°, 400, and so on, as in an 
ordinary thermometer scale. 

The amateur can refine this thermometer as much as 
he pleases. He may, if he desires, place the entire de
vice in a case and cover the dial with a glass, provid
ed he furnishes several apertures 
to enable the air to circulate and 
thus keep the temperature the 
same as that of the external 
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air. The free end of the compound bar may have a 
spring riveted to it, as shown in the detached view, 
and an adjusting screw may be inserted in the com
pound bar so as to bear against the spring. With this 
construction, the silk thread may be tied in a hole in 
the free end of the spring, and the desired adjustment 
may be made by turning the screw one way or the 
other. 

By making tbe compound bar longer, or diminishing 
the diameter of the cylinder around which the thread 
extends, or both, the sensitiveness of the instrument 
may be greatly increased. 

. " .. 
SOME CURIOUS SCULPINS. 

BY CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER. 

The accompanying illustration is the attempt for the 
first time to photograph one of the Californian scul
pins in its native element. The efforts of the photo
grapher were directed to obtaining a front view, but 
the fish rose and was wriggling through the water when 
taken, giving an excellent view of its grotesque head 
and enormous pectoral fim., which seem in these fishes 
and their allies to constitute legs rather than fins, as 
in moving along the bottom they are used as such. 

At this time they were all mottled in coloring, white 
and gray predominating, with here and there a dash of 
yellow, and when resting on the bottom they were very 
inconspicuous, and as their habit was to remain per
fectly quiet much of the time, it was not always easy to 
distinguish them. There was one telltale, however 
-the beautiful eye, which burned and blazed like & 
topaz in the bright light; ana when ,the sunbeams. fell 
upon the group of sculpins, the bottom seemed to be 
dotted with gems. 

When the sculpins-Scorprena guUata-were released 
into the arranged tanks, they all offered a more or less 
dl'cided contrast, and it was an interesting sight to 
see them adapt themselves to the new conditions. The 
sculpins which were released on the white bottom ap
parently found at once that they were in an unen
viabl'l position, presenting a striking contra.st to the 
bottom, with no rocks among which to hide. Tha.t 
the fishes appreciated the situation there could be 
l ittle doubt, as they moved restlessly about, rising 
from the bottom with a wriggling motion; and then 
began the marvelous change which Nature has mada 
possible. They very gradually faded out; no other 
term expresses it. The distinct dark or black spots 
became light brown, then gray, then a very light gray, 
and as I watched them they seemed to melt, as it 
were, into the sand, becoming less and less conspicuous 
until finally in an bour or so after they had been placed 
in the tank they were so indistinct that a few feet 
away they would have been considered stones instead 
of fishes. They never assumed a perfectly white dis
guise, this was apparently impossible; a very light 
gray or a dirty white was the extent of the effort to 
assimilate the surroundings, and as a protective move
ment it was practically a success. 

In the fishes which did not offer so great a contrast 
to their artificial surroundings there was not so marked 
a change, yet it was more perfect in the sense of being 
a protection; and in the case of ,the dark gray and 
mottled fishes it required a keen eye to distinguish the 
color of the Ibodieslfr�m tbat of the surroundings in 
an hour after the change. Later the sculpins WE're 
changed about, the one on· the white bottom to· a black 
base, where in time the protective hue was assumed
a defense purel y of Nature's designing, which protects 
the Illost delicate of animals from their foes. To the 
average observer it would appear that the fish per
ceived its danger and proceeded to change its color so 
that it would become inconspicuous, but that tbe flsh 
was conscious of the change is fa.r from the trutb. 
The wonderful change in the appearance of the fish 
took place really without the knowledge of the animal, 
being due to the color of its surroundings. The term 
chromatic function is applied to this adaptation of 
color, and can be better understood by the layman by 
an exaIllination of the skin of some animal susceptible 
of change of color. A sectional view of the skin of· 8. 
frog will show two layers, the epidermis and cntis. The 
latter contains many large glands filled with color, or 
pigment. These pigment glands, I or chromatophores, 
are exceedingly sensitive; the slightest change in the 
color, or perhaps the intensity, of a ray of light will 
cause them to expand or contract. Some are brown, 
some red, green, black or yellow, and the colors are 
subject to certain variation. Heincke found that 
glands which were yellow when distended became 
orauge under reverse conditions; and cells which were 

behind the index by a block glued ,.,.....-------------------------------------, 
orange, when expanded became 
black when contracted. Near the 
epidermis, in the cutis, the investi
gator will find masses of very light 
yellow pigment glands. Under;them 
will be seen masses of red or brown, 
and deeper still layers of jet-black 
color glands. Exactly how the pig
ment layers produce such perfect 
results is difficult to understand, 
and it is but just to state there 
are many theories. But certain 
facts are known which suggest the 
plausibility of the theory here pre
sented. It has been found that if & 
�omplete relaxation of all the chro
matophores occurs, the preva.iling 
color of the animal will be black or 
a very dark brown, depending upon 
the animal. It was long supposed 
that light or color rays striking the 
body of the animal produced the 
contraction and expansion neces
sary to change, but finally Pouchet 

to the back-piece. The bristol 
board is to f.orm the thermometer 
scale and is fastened to the block 
by tacks or otherwise, so that it 
can be removed and accurately re
placed. A pencil mark is now made 
on the scale at the point of the in
dex which indicates the tempera
ture as shown by a mercurial ther
mometer at the time. If it is 700, 
the mark on the new scale repre
sen ts this temperature, and when
ever the index points to this mark 
the observer knows the thermome
ter is 70°. 

N ow the thermometer is placed 
in a refrigerator along with a mer
curial thermometer. They are left 
in the refrigerator for an hour, and 
then a pencil mark is made at the 
point of the index. This will, per
haps, be 40°. '.rhe space between 
these two marks is divided into 
thirty even spaces, representing as 
many degrees, or. it may be dIvided into fifteen spaces, 
each of which will represent 2°. This graduated space 
serves as a guide for constructing the balance of the 
scale. If 2° spaces are used, twenty such spaces 
laid off on the left-hand side of the scale will ex· 
tend the scale to zero. Twenty more such spaces 
will extend the scale to 40° below zero, w hich is 
lower than' any temperature experienced in this 
climate. The space between 40° rand 70° is already 
graduated, and the space above the 70° mark is gradll 

PHOTOGRAPH FROM LIFE OF A-CALIFORNIA SCULl'Ili. 

The sculpin is the common form of the shallows at 
Santa Catalina Island. and is particularly interesting 
on account of its marvelous mimicry. The writer kept 
twenty or more of the!<e fishes in confinement during a 
period of several months, with the view of testing their 
power of adapting themselves to their surroundings as· 
a protection. For this purpose several tanks were ar
ranged; one baving a white bottom, another' one of 
black, wbile two others represented various grades be
tween them. Into these the sculpins were liberated. 

discovered that blind animals re
mained' the same color under all 

circumstances, which demonstrated that the eye was 
the medium, these organs receiving the impression, 
which passes by the sympathetic nerves to the color 
cells all over the body, causing some to contract, others 
to expand, so producing a harmonious color scheme 
in the animal; in:a word, producing an assimilation 
in tint between it and immediate surroundings. No 
more marvelous page in the book of Nature exists than 
this, which determines by a most intricate s�ries 9r 
changes the protection .of innumerable defenseleSS 
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forms. The sculpins of the Atlantic seaboard rest under 
a ban. They are usually thrown away and have no 
market value, in fact,are never offered for sale. Their 
extraordinary appearance, horns, barbels, large fiery 
eyes, strange coloring, all create a prejudice in the 
minds of the observer. On the Pacific coast, on the 
eontrary, they are highly esteemed, and considered, as 
they rightly are, one of the most delicate of all the 
food fishes. 

The fish and its allies present an extraordinary range 
of grotesque forms. All are protected in the same way, 
and many by strange curious barbels which cause them 
to still more closely imitate the weed in which they lie 
and in whose imitation lies their safety. 

• I., .. 

SOliE RECENTLY PATENTED NOVELTIES. 

From time to time it is our practice to publish brief 
flIustrated descriptions of patented devices, which, by 
reasou of the exceptional simplicity that characterizes 
their construction or the rare mechanical skill dis-

Fig. 1.-IIIPROVED FEEDING FOR 1I0VING PICTURE 

FILIIS. 

played by their inventors, have doubtless been found of 
interest by our readers. We have, therefore, selected 
a few inventions which, from their novelty or inge· 
nuity, deserve more than a passing notice. 

The sensitized film employed in moving-picture 
cameras is usually perforated along its edges and is fed 
by catch-hooks or revolving pin- wheels which engage 
the holes in the strip. Sometimes these holes are torn 
out, and sometimes they fail to catch the feeding pins. 
The negative produced is ther.eby distorted and per
haps destroyed. In an invention patented by William 
V. Esmond, the strip is not perforated, and is not fed 
by the ordinary means. From the main reel the film 
passes between two guide-rollers downward upon a. 

Pig. 2.-TIRE·REl'IIOVER. 

sustai.ner-olate, which is mounted in the ,focal plane 
and which serves the purpose of keeping the film 
smoothly extended during the period of exposure. 
The film is fed by mutilated rolls, which bite and ad· 
vance the interposed strip only during :the period 
when the un mutilated or full portions of the rolls 
confront each other. The feed-rolls and shutter of the 
camera are driven in unison. 

In order easily to remove tires from wheels, Mr. 
Bradford M. Buckland has invented the tire-remover 
shown in Fig. 2. Between two posts, mounted on a 
base plate, a lever is journaled, the outer forked epd 
of w hich. through the medium of a link, is connected 
wit.h a clutch. Through an opening in the clutch a 
rod passes, the lower end of which is bent. The wheel 
is laid fiat .upon the hub; the device is placed On the 
felly; the lower bent end of the rod is made to engage 
the edge of the tire, as shown in the illustration; the 
lever is forced down, and the clutch is made to grip 
the rod and lift the Ure as the lever is depressed. 

$ Citutitie �tUtrieau. 
Our third illustration represents a wrench provided 

with novel means for adjusting the jaws to the nut to 
be turned. The jaws slide on a central rod inclosed in 
a sleeve and provided at its ends with screws which co
act with the jaws. The screws are fitted with handles. 
From the sleeve a spindle projects, upon which a 
handle is swiveled. The swiveled handle is held in 

Fig. 3.-A .. ,uVEL WRENCH.' 

one hand, and eUher of the other handles is turned, so 
as to adjust the jaws to the nut. The handles on the 
screws are used to turn the wrench upon the swiveled 
connection with the other handle. 

A very simple means of extinguishing t'he candles of 
Christmas trees is the subject of an invention patented 
by Martin Hagan. At its upper end the candle carries 
a plate, which moves downwardly as the wax b urns 
away. The plate is provided with a doubly-bent arm, 
each member having a slot through which a vertical 
guide-rod extends, forming part of the candle holder. 
To the upper member of the doubly-bent arm a com
bined reflector and extinguisher ill hooked which has a 
downwardly projecting arm sliding on the guide-rod. 
As the wax burns away, the plate on the candle moves 
down, carrying with it the reflector and extinguisher. 
When the candle is nearly burnt away, the arm of the 
reflector and extinguisher strikes the bottom of the 
guide, so that as the candle-plate moves down still 
further, tbe combined refiector and extinguisher drops 
on the wick. The hooked upper end of the guide-rod 
serves the purpose of carrying a shield to prevent the 
flame from igniting the upper branches of the Christ
mas tree. 

Fig. 5 explains itself. The back-piece and base, 
which constitute the shelf there pictured, are each 
provided with a series of holes which receive the down· 
wardly bent ends of wires serving as partitions. It is 

'Wig. 4.-A. COMBINED REFLECTOR AND EXTINGUISHER 

FOR CKRIST1IlAS-TREE CANDLES, 

evident that the wire can be made to divide tpe shelf 
into spaces of any desh'ed size. 

Th€ last of the inventions illustrated is a process of 
puddling iron, devised by Mr . .James P. Roe. The 

molten metal has. as a general rule, been agitated by 
hand. entailing the most exhausting labor .on the part 
of the puddler. In this invention pig·iron is converted 
into wronght-iron by causin/l a mixed charge of molten 
cast.iron and cinder to flow back and forth in the 
presence of hot gases; and by abruptly arresting the 

flow of the charge before each change in direction until 

the iron comes to nature. The osciliation and the 
abrupt stoppages are continued until the particles of 
purified iron are compressed and solitiified. In carry
ing out the process, a hearth is employed which is pro
vided a.t each end with a chimney, and is rocked by a 
rack and pinion mechanism. so tbat the iron and cin

der can flow by their own weight from end to end of 
the hearth. 
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Darlnless Sugar Colors. 

The fol\owiug receipts, says Deutsche Drogisteo
Zeitung, do not coufiict with the food law, and give
very handsome colors for sweetmeats and other edibles. 

Red.-Mix cochineal, burnt alum and purified pot· 
ash. 1 part each, and cream of tartar, 2 parts, all finely 
powdered. Grind with water according to need and 
concentration, let stand alone for SOllle bours with 
stirring, and filter. 

Blue.-Indigo carmine in pulp and enough water to
obtain the desired shade. 

Ye]]ow.-Saffron 1:10 diluted spirit of wine - 0'7+& 
. Treat the saffron after the pressing once lllore with rli· 

luted spirit, of wine, 5, Ilnd mix both extracts. For 
cbeaper sweatmeats-tincture of turmeric, 1:5. 

Greeu.-Mix yellow and blue. 
Orallge.-Mix yellow and red. 
Also, aniline colors free from arsenic. 

• • I • 
The Builders of Our New Battleships and Cruiser .. 

The Board of Construction has recommended the 
distribution of contracts for battleships and armored 

Fig. 5,-A DIVISIBLE BOOK-SHELF. 

cruisers among the shipyards of the country, as fol
lows: Fore River Engine Company, Quincy, Mass., two 
unsheathed battleships for $6,810,000; William Cramp 
& Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., one sheathed battleship, 
one sheathed armored cruiser, and one unsheathed 
armored cruiser, $11,270,000; the Newport News Com· 
pany, of Newport News, Va" one sheathed battleship, 
one sheathed armored cruiser, and one unsheathed 
armored cruiser, for $11,253,000; the Bath Iron Works, 
Bath, Me .• one sheathed battleship, $3,590,000; Union 
Iron Works, of San Francisco, CaL, one 8heathed 
armored and one unsheathed armored cruiser, for a 
total contract price of $7,550,000. 

... '. 
The Current Supplelnent. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1304. is very interest
inl? " The Lootinl!' of the Pekin Observatory" is ac· 
companied by a llumuel' ot iilustrations of the brOIlZ& 

Fig. G.-OSCILLATING HEARTH. 

aEztronomical in!ltruments of the thirteenth and seven
teenth centuries. "Recent Discoveries in Crete" de
scribes the uncovering of the "Ancient House of Min08.1t 
.. New and Simple Method of Making Telescopic Ob
jectives" is. continued and is accompanied by working 
drawings. "French Locomotives at. the Exposition of 
1900" is continued and is accompanied by a number of 
engravings. "Wireless Telegraphy" describes the-

, Popoff, Righi and Marconi devices. 
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